
CymSTAR is the Prime Contractor responsible for the complete E-4B TS program that produces highly skilled
aircrew and maintenance technicians for the USAF 595Th Command and Control Group under the Eighth Air
Force and Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC). CymSTAR delivered a complete training system,
including a new facility near Offutt AFB in La Vista, Nebraska.

The E-4B training program incorporates realistic flight training, including air refueling. Due to aircraft
availability limitations, this skill is challenging and expensive to train in actual flight. The E-4B TS delivers
initial qualification, requalification, upgrade, and recurrent training for pilots and flight engineers and
practical task training for ground maintenance technicians. The realistic training system reduces the need for
limited aircraft assets or costly and inefficient commercial training.  
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E-4B TS Provider 
Elevate your training experience with
CymSTAR, your premier E-4B Training
System (TS) Provider.  

The "Doomsday" Aircraft's
Mission
The E-4B is the National Airborne Operations
Center (NAOC), a critical National Military
Command System component. In the event of a
national emergency or destruction of the ground
military command and control centers, the aircraft
provides a highly survivable command, control and
communications center to direct U.S. forces,
execute emergency war orders and coordinate
actions by civil authorities. 

CymSTAR's E-4B training center offers the Air Force a cost-
effective, safer, and mission-representative means to train aircrews
supporting the Joint All-Domain Command and Control mission.

https://www.cymstar.com/careers/


Maximizing fleet
availability for operations

while producing highly
skilled aircrews ready to
perform their mission-

critical duties.

Training Center Management and Operations

High-Fidelity, Full-Motion E-4B Flight Simulation

FAA & USAF Approved E-4B Courseware

Expert Academic and Simulator Instruction

Proactive Simulator Upgrades and Maintenance

CymSTAR's Contracted Services
Under the terms of the contract, CymSTAR is delivering a suite of E-4B
training solutions, including:
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Contact us:

As the Prime Contractor, CymSTAR proudly executes
the E-4B Training System services, showcasing the
USAF's trust in small businesses to deliver the full
scope of training requirements. CymSTAR is fully
capable of preparing USAF E-4B aircrew and
maintenance technicians for the successful
execution of E-4B strategic mission.

bd@cymstar.com

www.cymstar.com/contacts
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